




Landscapes and vegetation of Mount Kasuga and the surrounding 
Kasuga Field, using the oldest known map of the area and ancient 
cultural artifacts such as the Kasuga Mandalas
MAESAKO Yuri 
Abstract
　I studied ancient Mount Kasuga and its surrounding landscape and vegetation using 
the oldest known map of the area, drawn in 756 （‘Todaiji Sankai Shiishi Zu’）, and 
cultural artifacts such as the Kasuga mandalas from the Kamakura period and the 
Illustrated Tales of the Miracles of the Kasuga Deity （‘Kasuga Gongen Kenki’）. One 
Kasuga Shrine mandala （the ‘Kasuga Miya Mandala’） depicts Mount Mikasa, the abode 
of the Kasuga deity in front of Mount Kasuga, with a bird’s-eye view of the landscape. 
Other images on Kasuga mandalas include a spring scene of Kasugano with cherry 
blossoms and willows, and an autumn scene with many deer. These are likely to be 
connected to the landscape of Kasugayama, a warm temperate evergreen forest, and 
Nara Park, which still contains deer. The winter scene of Mount Kasuga in ‘Kasuga 
Gongen Kenki’ clearly indicates that the forest consisted mainly of evergreen broad-
leaved trees, and contained some deciduous broad-leaved trees and conifers. The deer 
mandala depicts the image of the sacred tree （‘sakaki’: Cleyera japonica） behind a deer, 
symbolically reflecting the presence of the god （‘kami’）. The image titled Kasuga 
Deities Departing from Kashima Shrine （‘Kashimadachi Shin’ei Zu’） also shows 
vegetation and gods and the presence of sacred deer. I propose that the plant in this 
image may be Podocarpus nagi, which was respectfully presented to the Kasuga Shrine 
（‘Kasuga Taisha’） by other prefectures in the Middle Ages. This is supported by plant 
morphology and the presence of P. nagi on Mount Mikasa. This study suggests that 
today’s Mount Kasuga and the surrounding Kasuga Field retain the cultural landscapes 
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